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Travel Arrangements: Walking to property 
Goals/timeline:  

1. Hike for an hour around property-no trials  
2. Find three kinds of mammals  
3. Listen for three kinds of bird calls. See if I can identify the species. 
4. Find flat or already clear area to sit and eat snacks. 
5. Rest for at least an hour without connections to the outside world. 
6. Cover my tracks if any are left. 
7. Hike back 

Snacks: 
1. Granny Smith Apple-Organic 
2. Two miniature oranges- non-GMO 



3. Miniature carrots- non-GMO 
4. Water in water bottle 

We could grow our own carrots-we already grow tomatoes. 
Waste: The only waste I have on this excursion is a plastic sandwich bag. I have already 
purchased the sandwich bag set from the prize store, so next time I go on a hike I will have a 
zero-waste system! 
Attire and Gear: 

1. H&M Leggings 
2. GI Gymnast Gymnastics Meet Draw String bag 
3. Indiana State School Music Association State Competition long 

sleeved shirt 
4. Sailing Floatable Sunglasses from Germany. 
5. CamelBak Water Bottle 
6. Sketcher’s Tennis Shoes 

The costliest section of my hike, following up yesterday’s focus on fashion, is my clothing. The 
leggings and shirt are made of cotton, which requires dyeing, bleaching, and rinsing, as well as 
the growing of the crop. This causes high water and chemical use. The draw string bag has no 
more information on the tag other than “made in China”. The sunglasses do not have a brand 
that I could find on the box, so they must have been mass produced and shipped in a larger 
amount. Also made in China. The CamelBak water bottle is made both in the US and China, 
and most likely went through a rigorous heating and cooling process to fit into the shape of its 
mold. The Sketcher’s are imported from Vietnam and China. Most tennis shoes are made out of 
synthetic materials and rubber, along with glue, dye, and thread that keeps them together. 
Fun Fact I found: -> next to Attire and Gear 
 
https://marketrealist.com/2016/06/skechers-footwear-design-sourcing-manufacturing-overview/  
https://u.osu.edu/hydrationpacks/manufacturing-process/  


